INTERCOM
SOLUTIONS

BAS-IP constantly develops IP intercom
systems, introducing innovation into
people’s lives every year.

The company constantly reviews
the user’s experience and creates
products to improve the quality of life.

14

Years of company

66
Countries of presence

405 200+
Completed large projects

Projects with customized
software

63
International exhibitions with
BAS-IP participation

3500
Number of apartments served
in the largest residential complex

Features of the BAS-IP system

The BAS-IP system works
over a local network

Flexible scalability
of the system

The BAS-IP system uses standard PoE or 12V

All manufactured equipment is compatible

power supply simultaneously.

and easily interchangeable if necessary
to expand projects.

Apps for mobile devices

Development of individual
interfaces

Applications allow you to: accept a call, see

Besides standardized solutions suitable for

a guest, open the door remotely, or simply

most tasks, BAS-IP can offer the development

open the door without contact.

of unique individual interfaces for projects.

Features

Lift control

Targeted advertisements

A complex resident can use their monitors to open

Unit panels can present informational

the door to his/her guest, after which the guest can

or promotional messages on their screens

go up only to the floor, where the resident lives.

in standby mode or when motion is detected

For residents, when ID is provided at the entrance,

in front of the panel.

the lift can bring them directly to their floor.

Communication with the concierge,
security, or management company

Integration with IP CCTV

By pressing one button on the device in the apartment,

Video from outdoor panels can be transmitted

residents of the complex can contact the concierge

to NVR for continuous recording and monitoring.

or security of the complex.

IP cameras can be viewed on BAS-IP monitors.

The ability to install third-party
applications

Customization of GUI devices

The panels have screens with an intuitive graphical

It gives you almost limitless possibilities

interface and a user-friendly guestbook to display

for controlling your home automation

company logos or photographs of apartment owners.

from one device.

Open API

Intercom and ACS 2 in 1

The BAS-IP R&D team has implemented a JSON API

BAS-IP entrance panels have a built-in controller

to support large projects, where an intercom system

and universal UKEY reader, a ready access

is a part of a large software complex.

control system.
Wiegand 26/32/34/37/40/42/56/58/64 support
allows you to connect to any third-party controllers.

Features

Device customisation

Vandalproof design

An extraordinary solution that will emphasize the

Includes: heavy-duty 3 mm stainless steel / special

uniqueness of any project.

secret screws / armored films on the screen /

The uniqueness of the equipment is a trend in various

a special mode of operation of the panel, in which

design solutions.

it is impossible to close the contacts and open
the door from the outside / Braille.

Induction loop connection

Connecting motion sensors

The installation of an induction loop ensures

The ability to connect motion sensors to monitors

high-quality transmission of the audio signal from

on Android OS to record video from connected

the entrance panel to cochlear implants and hearing

video cameras.

aids of hearing impaired people.

SIP telephony
Calls from the outdoor panel can be routed
not only to the BAS-IP monitors, but also
to any SIP device.

For example, a call can be routed through
an office PBX, and its rules can be set to call
a regular SIP video phone in the daytime,
and to an application installed on the smartphone
of the responsible person at night. The panels log
events so that all events can be saved.

Integration into «Smart Home»
The SIP protocol also allows you to connect the intercom
to the “Smart Home” and receive calls to any SIP client
device. An indispensable function when you need
to combine many manufacturers and manage devices
from one platform.

Modern Smart Home systems support SIP, but not all
intercoms have such devices in their product lines.

Multi-factor authentication
You can configure the need to use from 2 to 6
identifiers of different types:
- guest access by QR code;

- pin;
- keyfob or access card;
- mobile identifier UKEY;
- license plates.

Contactless temperature
measurement module
The sensor is designed for contactless temperature
measurement on the wrist.
Fast caller high temperature detection in real time.

Functionality:
- remote temperature measurement;
- displaying the temperature of the visitor on the
screen of the entrance panel;
- display of temperature of visitors on the screen
of the indoor video entry phone;
- metal protective case;
- power supply from the entrance panel;
- economical energy consumption;
- for indoor installation.

Features

- face recognition;

Mobile identification UKEY
Use your smartphone instead of key fobs and access cards!
Now, when you need to get into your home or office, you inevitably come across a situation where you need
to constantly carry a range of key fobs and access cards. They are quite easy to lose, and it is not always
convenient to use them.

Now, to open the doors, you just need a smartphone with the application installed.
You can also open doors with your Apple Watch.

What is the BAS-IP UKEY app?

To open the door using the BAS-IP UKEY app, you need to use
the mobile identifier SH-03.

UKEY

The identifier is entered into the memory of the BAS-IP application
UKEY, through which you can access a specific outdoor panel
with UKEY technology support.

How to obtain a code

Download
the application

Obtain a code from the
administrator via email,
Viber, WhatsApp
or another messenger

Enter SH-03 into the
memory of the BAS-IP
UKEY app and you can
open the doors

Ability to open doors
with Apple Watch

Where can it be used?

Multi-apartment
complexes

Business centers

Parking lots

Face recognition technology
BAS-IP outdoor panels have a face recognition function. This is a visitor identification technology integrated
into BAS-IP outdoor panels and operates in low light conditions.

When the tenant is identified, the door station can automatically open the door and call the lift, and voice
any important message or useful information about the house.

Multi-factor authentication allows for increased security and verification of two elements: face and card,
or face and mobile ID, etc.

The anti-spoofing action helps to prevent the use of fake biometric data.

Face recognition

Guest car passes
The functionality allows integrating BAS-IP entrance panels with cameras* for license plates recognition
and further opening of the barrier for cars whose numbers are stored in the panel’s memory. The main function
of the car numbers recognition system is to automate the control of car access to protected areas, eliminating
the influence of the human factor, as well as organizing automatic opening of the barrier when cars enter /
leave the territory.

Available and supported in the following countries

* – cameras Axis® with ALPR (as of December 2021)

Ease of use
Entering license plates into the database is possible not only through the administrator or security.
Using the BAS-IP Link app, users can independently enter guest passes (license plates) into a single database
of all identifiers at any time of the day.

Guest car passes

Link App

Link server
Entering a number into
the panel’s memory

Entering a number
into the panel’s
memory
Web interface

Checking the number
Opening of the barrier

How it works?

Setting the camera to send

Adding license plates

Reading the license plates

numbers to the entrance panel

to the entrance panel memory

by the camera and opening
the barrier by the panel

Ways to enter car identifiers in the panel

Link App

Link software

Web interface

API

Lift work
Lift call
The ability to call the lift from the monitor and
mobile app to your floor, as well as from the moment
the lock is opened from the monitor to the floor
of the panel from which the call was made.

In addition, from the Link admin panel it is possible
to call the lift to any floor.

Lift number display
Setting the display of the desired lift number on
the screen of multi-apartment entrance panels after
the concierge or tenant opens the doors.

This allows the visitor to coordinate which elevator
to go to.

Lift mapping
In large residential complexes, where there are
many entrance groups and lifts, it is possible
to display mapping to the required lift on the

(panels AA-14FB and AA-15FB).

Restriction on the use of the lift
In the Link software, for any type of identifier, it is
possible to specify a list of floors that the lift can
move to.

Thus, residents, guests or visitors will be able to
go up / down only those floors that are provided
by the administration of the management company.

Lift work

screen of multi-apartment entrance panels

Contactless access solutions
BAS-IP presents new contactless solutions that we need so much in these times. The advantage of these solutions
is that they can be used to close almost any object.

Contactless solutions can implement the functions of a doorbell, exit button and call panel.
By connecting an additional contactless call button, you can duplicate a call to the concierge, reducing
the number of physical contacts with devices.

Contactless solutions
AV-05FD / AV-05SD
are suitable for installation both in an apartment and in an office,
at a factory, at a gas station, etc.

SH-45TE
Contactless exit button with a service life of over 100 million operations.
Ideal for walk-through areas with a large number of entry / exit cycles
and public places.

SH-46T
Contactless doorbell for connecting to video or audio intercom.
Allows you to make the building safe.

In the future, you can change the outdoor panel to video without
replacing the bracket or any new installation work.
The elegant solution is executed in the color of the building style
and can apply any name or apartment number, making projects
stylish and understandable to users.

SH-47T
A proximity button that can be connected to an individual or multiapartment entrance panel to duplicate a concierge call button, or used
as an exit button. There are both mortise and overhead mounting
options. Two colors of indication.

Touchless access

Stylish individual entrance panels with a contactless button

Link
The Link software offers a centralized access control panel allowing you to connect with BAS-IP equipment
in residential complexes and office centers of varying complexity. It allows you to flexibly manage
all the functionality of the intercom system from anywhere in the world.

You can work with Link on any device: a computer, a tablet,
or a smartphone running any operating system.

For data security, a convenient backup and

Link can be installed locally for your property

information restore system are provided.

for added privacy, or in any cloud storage.

No need to worry about data safety.

System logging and managing
You can record all events from devices including
identifiers, entered codes, opening locks from
called devices, calls, and all actions within
the system.

logs by marker.

Simple searching for identifiers; delete and manage
all types of identifiers: card, face ID, temporary
identifier (QR code), temporary passwords, mobile
identifiers, car numbers.

Types of users
There are several types of users in the system: Administrator, Concierge, User. Each type of account has its
own set of administration options.
The administrator can create objects of any size and structure, form them into groups, and also grant concierges
and users various rights within these groups.
The concierge (manager), can manage the equipment and functionality to which the administrator has given
him access.
The user can only see their equipment, identifiers, call history, etc.
Example:
Administrator
Project
settings

Devices

Groups

Profiles

Identifiers

Schedules

Announces

Calls

Calls
history

Alerts

Access
logs

Devices

Groups

Profiles

Identifiers

Schedules

Announces

Calls

Calls
history

Alerts

Access
logs

Devices

Groups

Profiles

Identifiers

Schedules

Announces

Calls

Calls
history

Alerts

Access
logs

Concierge
Project
settings

User
Project
settings

Own

Own

Own

Own

Link

Ability to create custom log markers, tracking

Face ID support
The ability to upload photos of residents to Link,
where they will be converted into hashes and
transmitted to the panel, like other identifiers.

It is also possible to automatically bind them
to access rules or use them for temporary access.

Server-side admission decision
making
In this mode, the outdoor panels do not store data
about identifiers and codes, but they transmit them
to the server to decide on admission, which provides
additional security since information is stored strictly
on the server.

Or when third-party software platforms are used
to store and process data.

Redirection to Link Software
Required to receive calls from different SIP
subscribers.

arrives at different nurses in the hospital
at different times of the day, or, for example,
when one SIP subscriber receives calls by pressing
the concierge button on the entrance panel from
Monday to Friday, and the other on Saturday
and Sunday.

Support for the EVRC-IP lift module
to work with any lift
Capability:
- calling the lift from the monitor and mobile app
to your floor;
- calling the lift from the moment the lock is opened
from the monitor to the floor of the panel from which
the call was made;
- lift call by concierge from the Link admin panel
to any floor;
- setting up the display of the desired lift number
on multi-apartment entrance panels ;
- mapping on the entrance panels of the lift access
(panels AA-14FB and AA-15FB);
- specifying for identifiers, including guest ones,
a list of floors to which the lift can move.

Link

For example, when a call from the department

Receiving calls from panels
in Link software
Thanks to the built-in SIP client in the Link
web interface, the concierge can:
- make and receive audio and video calls;
- open the lock;
- view call history.

Support for working with
car IDs
Using the Link software, you can enter car numbers
into a single database of all identifiers with their
subsequent duplication into the panels memory.

This allows you to automate data entry in residential
complexes, where a large number of entrance panels
are used in one area.

Built-in SIP server
The built-in SIP server allows you to make calls
between devices/mobile apps.

rules for each day and view call logs.

For example, using panels in hospitals and
receiving calls from different nurses at different
times of the day.

Management from anywhere
in the world
Allows you to connect the device to the server from
anywhere in the world, without the need to change
the network equipment settings.

In the device, it is enough to enter the server address,
login and password. An API is also provided that allows
you to connect devices to your own servers in the same
way, which is very convenient for integrations.

Link

The administrator can set up flexible forwarding

Link App
BAS-IP Link is an app with which you can receive video calls from BAS-IP entrance panels to your mobile device,
open the lock via Bluetooth, NFC, call the lift and create guest passes. This is smart access control in the hands
of the user.

The main features of the application are: support for push notifications for incoming calls; video support before
reply; ability to add multiple properties; ability to issue guest passes: QR codes, access codes and links; ability
to call the lift, opening the lock using UKEY technology, access to call archive, invite family members.

For the app to work, the use of the Link server is required.

Landscape mode
on their smartphones, but also on tablets, thanks
to the application’s support for horizontal device
screen orientation.

New ways to open locks
Using the iPhone, Siri will become your indispensable
assistant when opening doors.

Apple Watch owners can also open doors and call
a lift to their floor using their smartwatch.

In addition, using the Apple Watch, you can control
several objects at the same time.

Link App

Users can use the BAS-IP Link app not only

Link apple wallet
Ability to add guest QR codes to Apple Wallet
and update QR codes already entered in Wallet.

You will also receive geolocation hints if you
are near an object you have access to.

Adding license plates
Using the Link app, residents of the complex can
independently enter the car numbers of guests
or expected delivery services to go to the territory.

You can also specify the time range for entrances
to the territory and the number of such entrances,
and all numbers are stored in a single identifier
database.

Link App

Guest access
Residents of a complex can grant guest access to visitors. For example, waiting for a delivery man, you can create
special access limited by time or a specific number of passes.
Guest access can be used for entering the premises, opening the door of the unit, and being already near the door
of the apartment, the guest only needs to press the button of the outdoor panel and hand over the delivery.
Access to the territory of the complex is carried out by providing visitors with links or QR codes.

How does it work?
The resident of the building (or the manager of the facility) enters the Link personal space, and he/she can
see the outdoor panels (and the doors that they control) which are available to the user. After selecting the ones
for which access is needed, the system generates a special link which the resident then sends to the guest’s phone
number (email or messenger).

The guest receives the access link. When the guest arrives, he/she opens the link on the smartphone to see each
of the panels and the “Open” button.
The door can now be unlocked with a push of a button.

The guest access system can be flexibly customized:
– Number of passes;
– Access point;
– The time during which these restrictions apply.

AZ-07LA / AZ-07LL — unique indoor
video entry phones
It’s a synergy of an innovative feature-packed AI intercom system with a smart home integration and a vivid
appearance.

The variety of colors and features makes it suited to any interior and technical needs, allows
to emphasize individuality, or on the contrary, makes it neutral. It supports dual installation: vertical or horizontal.

Let the superior technologies make your home comfortable and cosine with high-level integrability and home
automation.

AZ-07LA / AZ-07LL

Red Dot Award «Design Concept»
BAS-IP Obelisk is an AI pedestal with an integrated
IP outdoor intercom system. It has been developed
to provide convenient, stylish, secure, and quick access
to the building or territory.

A wide variety of natural materials like still, wood,
granite, or grass allows you to confidently install
the Obelisk in contemporary residential complexes
or office buildings.

There are seven authentication methods: code, access
card, face recognition, application, BLE, QR code,
or one-time URL. Our goal was to develop the most
technologically packed device of its kind with
an eco-friendly and versatile appearance well suited
to any modern residential architecture. Obelisk looks
significantly different than any in-built intercom solution,
creates an original monolithic composition like
an independent object.

Through the combination of cutting-edge AI intercom
technologies and natural materials, it creates a whole
new category of devices. It remembers all the residents.
With the help of the most advanced deep learning neuro
engine, it accurately recognizes the person in fractions
of a second. It also has automatic presence detection,
an in-built voice assistance system, temperature
measurement, and much more.

Unlike most embedded video intercom systems,
Obelisk is a separate device with an advanced modular
design and a combination of numerous groundbreaking
functions. The stand-alone form factor allows us
to pack it with the most functional, not the compact,
components. The system gives the users the ultimate
level of safety and comfort.

Red Dot Award
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Multi-apartment entrance panels
MА API
IPS

screen

AA-14FBS BLACK / SILVER / GOLD
Multi-apartment entrance panel with 10” touch screen. Manufactured with an aluminum casing.

MА API

MА API
IPS

screen

AA-15FB BLACK / SILVER

AA-12FB BLACK / SILVER / GOLD

Multi-apartment entrance panel with 7” IPS touch screen.
The panel is equipped with a dual camera for perfect
face recognition.

Multi-apartment entrance panel with 4” color screen.
Manufactured with an aluminum casing.

MА API

API

AA-07FB SILVER/STAINLESS STEEL AA-07BD SILVER
Multi-apartment entrance panel with 4” color screen.
Manufactured with an aluminum or stainless steel casing.

mobile identification
UKEY

face recognition

MА

Multi-apartment entrance panel with 4” color screen.
Manufactured with an aluminum casing.

multi-factor
authentication

API

API support

license plate
recognition

MА API

MА API

Catalogue

BI-02FB BLACK / SILVER / GOLD BI-04FB BLACK / SILVER / GOLD
Multi-button entrance panel for 2 subscribers and a separate
button for calling the concierge.

Multi-button entrance panel for 4 subscribers and a separate
button for calling the concierge.

MА API

MА API

BI-08FB BLACK / SILVER / GOLD BI-12FB BLACK / SILVER / GOLD
Multi-button entrance panel for 8 subscribers and a separate
button for calling the concierge.

mobile identification
UKEY

face recognition

MА

Multi-button entrance panel for 12 subscribers and a separate
button for calling the concierge.

multi-factor
authentication

API

API support

license plate
recognition

Individual entrance panels
MА API

AV-08FBL SILVER / BLACK / GOLD
IP flush-mounted entrance panel with piezo button, UKEY, and face recognition function. Multi-factor authentication.

API

API

AV-05SD
SILVER / BLACK / GOLD

AV-05FD
SILVER / BLACK / GOLD

IP entrance panel with a contactless button.
Surface mounting.

IP entrance panel with a contactless button.
Flush mounting.

mobile identification
UKEY

face recognition

MА

multi-factor
authentication

API

API support

license plate
recognition

API

API

Catalogue

AV-04SD SILVER

AV-04FD SILVER

Individual engravable entrance panel. Surface mounting.

Individual engravable entrance panel. Flush mounting.

API

API

AV-03D BLACK / SILVER

AV-03BD BLACK / SILVER

Individual entrance panel with touch button.
Surface mounting.

Individual entrance panel with touch button and UKEY.
Surface mounting.

mobile identification
UKEY

face recognition

MА

multi-factor
authentication

API

API support

license plate
recognition

Audio call panels
API

AV-04AFD GREEN / RED / SILVER
Emergency entrance panel with the ability to engrave*.
* — in the basic configuration of the panel without engraving.

With code set

Reader-controller
API

API

AV-01KD SILVER

CR-02BD GOLD / BLACK / SILVER

Individual entrance panel with code set.

Reader-controller of proximity cards and key fobs 2 in 1.

mobile identification
UKEY

face recognition

MА

multi-factor
authentication

API

API support

license plate
recognition

Indoor monitors

Catalogue

AT-10 WHITE / BLACK / GOLD
10” IP video indoor monitor with a high-resolution IPS screen, camera, in aluminium design.
Flush or surface mount. Flush mount thickness is only 5 mm. Support for displaying messages from a management company,
as well as memory for photos and videos. Motion detection video recording.

AT-07L BLACK / WHITE / GOLD
7” IP video indoor monitor with a high-resolution IPS screen, in aluminium design.
Flush or surface mount. Flush mount thickness is only 5 mm. Support for displaying messages from a management company,
as well as memory for photos and videos. Motion detection video recording.

AZ-07LA BLACK / GRAY
7” IP video indoor monitor with surface-mounted horizontal and vertical mounting options, the ability to control the lift, display
messages from the management company, PoE, connect 32 cameras, photo / video memory and answering machine.
OS - Android.

AZ-07LL BLACK / GRAY
7” IP video indoor monitor with surface-mounted horizontal and vertical mounting options, the ability to control the lift, display
messages from the management company, PoE, connect 16 cameras, and photo memory. OS - Linux.

Catalogue

AQ-07LL BLACK / WHITE
7” IP video indoor monitor with surface-mounted mounting option.
Control the lift, display messages from a management company, PoE and photo memory.

AU-04LA + SP-AU BLACK / WHITE
4” IP video indoor monitor with surface-mounted mounting option, PoE, memory for photos, answerphone, lift control, display
messages from management company and the ability to connect an SP-AU handset for confidential conversations.

Audio devices

SP-03 + SP-SP WHITE / BLACK
Audio hands-free for receiving and making calls, communicate with the concierge, call the lift, «Do not disturb» mode, PoE,
connect an alarm siren, connect an SP-SP handset for confidential conversations.

Concierge terminal

AM-02 BLACK
10 “color screen, view of 32 cameras, emergency calls, the ability to talk with or without a handset.
Forwarding to other concierge monitors.

Contactless solutions

Catalogue

SH-45TR

SH-46T

SH-47T

Touch-free stainless steel button

Touch-free doorbell with the ability
to engrave

Multifunctional touch-free button

SH-20.4

SH-20.8

SH-20.16

4-port PoE switch

8-port PoE switch

16-port PoE switch

Switches

Two-wire system

SW-01

SW-02

SW-08

SW-10

IP 2-wire converter

IP 2-wire converter

Switch for two-wire intercom
system upgrading (8 ports)

Switch for two-wire intercom
system upgrading (10 ports)

Apps and Software

Link software

Link / Intercom / UKEY / UKEY Config
Mobile Apps for Android and iOS

Accessories

Catalogue

SH-45R

UPS-DP/F Black

UPS-DP/S

Piezo Exit button

UPS with built-in lock controller
and fire alarm input

UPS with built-in lock controller

SP-AU

SP-SP

SH-02М

SH-03

Handset for AU-04LA

Handset for SP-03

MIFARE® Plus X 4K

10 pcs included into a kit

Red / Orange / Green / Blue / Black

EVRC-IP

SH-31TM

SH-16

SH-42

Lift controller

Temperature module

Alarm extension module

Two-lock control module

Brackets

BR-AA15

BR-AA14

BR-AA12

SILVER / BLACK

SILVER / BLACK / GOLD

SILVER / BLACK / GOLD

Flush bracket for AA-15 series panels

For AA-14 series panels

For AA-12 and BI series panels

BR-AA

BR-AV8

BR-AV

SILVER / STAINLESS STEEL

SILVER / BLACK / GOLD

SILVER

For AA-07 series panels

For AV-08 series panels

For AV-01 series panels

BR-AV2

BR-SH45

BR-AT7

BR-AT10

SILVER / BLACK / GOLD BLACK / GOLD

BLACK

BLACK

For AV-02 reader-controller

Desktop bracket for AT-07
series monitors

Desktop bracket for AT-10
series monitors

For SH-45 exit buttons

Indoor monitors and audio devices comparison table

Multi-apartment entrance panels comparison table

Individual entrance panels comparison table

bas-ip.com

